EDUCATION ADOPTION WORKSHOPS

BENEFITS

- Maintain high student engagement in a non-traditional learning environment, even if technical issues occur.
- Deliver safe, consistent, uninterrupted education.
- Create the best teaching environment—teachers and students are confident in video etiquette and knowledgeable in best practices.
- Provide the optimal environment for teachers and students—from room layout to technology.

POLY PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FOR EDUCATION

Educational institutions and faculties are faced with the challenges of offering remote and hybrid learning models to students. All around the globe educators are striving to educate students in a safe and effective manner, while retaining the flexibility to adapt to changing requirements. Educational institutions need to ensure that teachers and students, whether in the classroom or remote, can effectively use the tools at their disposal to teach and learn in a consistent, high-quality, worry free manner, and have high quality communication tools to achieve optimal learning and teaching objectives.

Poly Adoption Essentials Workshop for Education Service and Poly Adoption Advanced Service for Education have been designed to help. Our Poly Global Professional Services Consultants will lead and consult through a series of virtual workshops focused on discovery and provide best practices for successful adoption, change management and technology readiness in the education sector.

Poly Adoption Essentials Workshop for Education Service is focused on providing educators with the strategies and new skills that you need. Poly delivers a two-day, remote, consulting service tailored to your educational institution’s remote/hybrid learning needs.

Poly Adoption Advanced Service for Education delivers the components of the Poly Adoption Essentials Workshop for Education Service and more. A five-day, remotely delivered, consulting engagement with additional deliverables of virtual presentations to parents/guardians on how to support students to effectively learn in a remote/hybrid setting, and the creation of a student-focused video on best practices and how to get the most out of remote learning.

Our ultimate goal is to help guide educational institutions through the process of understanding and building the right action plan with the right tools to successfully deliver both remote and hybrid learning to students, and to ensure that students are engaged, and parents/guardians are supportive of the approach.

LEARN MORE

Contact your authorized Poly partner for more details.